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	Even in a bad economy, companies have job openings they can't fill. Considering the millions of people who are out of work or unhappily employed, how can that be? What are job seekers doing to turn off employers? And what is it that employers want but aren't finding? Leading career expert and syndicated columnist Andrea Kay asked employers one simple question: Why didn't you hire the last ten people you interviewed? What it came down to, every time, wasn't a matter of skills or experience, but how applicants seemed based on what they said or did. From lack of preparation, to pushiness, to a subtly defensive attitude, it's the simple behaviors prospective employees exhibit before, during, and after interviews that stand between them and job offers. Based on candid insights from real-life employers, and featuring a foreword by Richard Nelson Bolles, bestselling author of "What Color Is Your Parachute?", this book helps job hunters take control of how they come across to the people in charge of hiring. From "20 Things You Should Never Do" to a "Would You Hire You?" test, "This Is How to Get Your Next Job" helps readers show hiring managers who they are and why they're the perfect fit for the job they seek.
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Arch Linux Environment set-up How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Get started with Arch Linux as a blank canvas and build the simple and elegant environment you want


	Overview

	
		Install and configure Arch Linux to set up your optimum environment for building applications
	
		Boot and manage services, add and remove packages
	
		Discover and get to...
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Inside Microsoft. NET IL assemblerMicrosoft Press, 2002
.NET IL Assemble is the intermediate language that the .NET common language runtime converts to machine language in .NET applications. Get the inside scoop on this critical low-level language with an architectural guide from the most reliable authority-the language's designer, Serge Lidin. You'll discover common structures, functions, and rules for...
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Refactoring JavaScript: Turning Bad Code Into Good CodeO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If your JavaScript is a mess, frameworks can only do so much to help. No matter what framework, "compiles-to-JS" language, or library you use, bugs and performance concerns will always be an issue if the underlying quality of your JavaScript is poor. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how test and refactor your...
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SAS Programming in the Pharmaceutical Industry, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2014

	This comprehensive resource provides on-the-job training for statistical programmers who use SAS in the pharmaceutical industry

	

	This one-stop resource offers a complete review of what entry- to intermediate-level statistical programmers need to know in order to help with the analysis and reporting of clinical trial data in...
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A Biologically Inspired CMOS Image Sensor (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2012

	Biological systems are a source of inspiration in the development of small autonomous sensor nodes. The two major types of optical vision systems found in nature are the single aperture human eye and the compound eye of insects. The latter are among the most compact and smallest vision sensors. The eye is a compound of individual lenses with...
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Absolute BSD: The Ultimate Guide to FreeBSDNo Starch Press, 2002
    Welcome to Absolute BSD! This book is a one-stop shop for new UNIX administrators who want to build, configure, and manage dedicated FreeBSD servers. It will also be useful for those folks who want to run FreeBSD on their desktop or combined desktop/server systems.
    By the time you finish this book, you...
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